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The aircraft cannot return to the home point when the GNSS signal is weak (the GNSS 

icon displays red) or is unavailable. 

 

Obstacle Avoidance During RTH 

In an optimal operating environment, obstacle avoidance during RTH is available. If there is an obstacle 

within 20 m of the aircraft, the aircraft decelerates and then stops and hovers. The aircraft will exit the 

RTH procedure and waits for further commands. 

 

Landing Protection Function 

Landing Protection activates during auto landing. The procedure is as follows: 

1. After arriving at the home point, the aircraft descends to a position 3 m above the ground and hovers. 

2. Control the pitch and roll sticks to adjust the aircraft position and make sure the ground is suitable for 

landing. 

3. Pull down the throttle stick or follow the onscreen instructions in the app to land the aircraft. 

 

When using fixed RTK positioning, the aircraft will land directly instead of entering 
Landing Protection. Landing Protection is still available if the aircraft is performing a 
fruit tree route operation planned using DJI Terra. 

 

The aircraft features a low battery warning, critical low battery warning, and critical low voltage 

warning. 

1. When the low battery warning prompt appears in the app, fly the aircraft to a safe area and land 

as soon as possible. Stop the motors and replace the battery. 

2. The aircraft will automatically descend and land when the critical low battery warning or critical 

voltage warning (battery voltage lower than 47.6 V) prompt appears in the app. Landing cannot 

be cancelled. 

    Users can set the threshold of low battery warnings in the app. 
 

 

The T30 has an onboard D-RTK. The heading reference of the aircraft from the dual antennas of the 

onboard D-RTK is more accurate than a standard compass sensor and can withstand magnetic 

interference from metal structures and high-voltage power lines. When there is a strong GNSS signal, the 

dual antennas activates automatically to measure the heading of the aircraft. 

The T30 supports centimeter-level positioning to improve agricultural operation when used with the DJI D-

RTK 2 Mobile Station. Follow the instructions below to use the RTK functions. 

 
Enable/Disable RTK 

Before each use, make sure that the aircraft RTK positioning function is enabled and the RTK signal 

source is correctly set to either D-RTK 2 Mobile Station or Network RTK. Otherwise, RTK cannot be used 

Low Battery and Low Voltage Warnings 

RTK Functions 
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for positioning. Go to Operation View in the app, tap  , and select RTK to view and set. 

Make sure to disable the aircraft RTK positioning function if not in use. Otherwise, the aircraft is not able 

to take off when there is no differential data. 

 
Using with the DJI D-RTK 2 Mobile Station 

1. Refer to the D-RTK 2 Mobile Station User Guide for more information about completing the linking 

between the aircraft and the mobile station and setting up the mobile station. 

2. Power on the mobile station and wait for the system to start searching for satellites. The RTK status 

icon on top of the Operation View in the app shows  to indicate that the aircraft has obtained and 

used the differential data from the mobile station. 

 
Using with the Network RTK Service 

The Network RTK service uses the remote controller instead of the base station to connect to an 

approved Network RTK server for differential data. Keep the remote controller on and connected to the 

internet when using this function. 

1. Make sure that the remote controller is connected to the aircraft and has access to the internet. 

2. Go to Operation View in the app, tap , and then RTK. Set the RTK signal source to Custom Network 

RTK, and input the network information. 

3. Wait for the remote controller to be connected with the Network RTK server. The RTK status icon on 

top of the Operation View in the app shows  to indicate that the aircraft has obtained and used the 

RTK data from the server. 

 
 Aircraft LEDs  

There are LEDs on the frame arms marked M1 to M6. The LEDs on M2 and M6 are front LEDs and glow 

red during flight to indicate the front of the aircraft. The LEDs on M3 and M5 are rear LEDs and glow green 

during flight to indicate the rear of the aircraft. The LEDs on M1 and M4 are aircraft status LEDs. They are 

turned off when the aircraft is in flight and indicate the aircraft status when the aircraft is grounded. Refer to 

the Appendix for more information on the aircraft status. 
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Remote Controller 
 

The remote controller uses the DJI OcuSync Enterprise image transmission system, which has a 

maximum control distance of up to 7 km (4.35 mi). It includes a dedicated, Android-based display that 

runs DJI Agras independently for operation planning and aircraft status display. Its Multi-Aircraft Control 

mode (supported later) can be used to coordinate the operation of up to five aircraft at the same time 

to improve operation efficiency. 

 

Powering the Remote Controller On and Off 

Both the internal battery and external battery can be used to supply power to the remote controller. The 

battery level is indicated via the battery level LEDs on the remote controller or on the external battery. 

Follow the steps below to power on the remote controller: 

1. When the remote controller is powered off, press the power button 

once to check the current battery level of the internal battery. Press 

the battery level button on the external battery to check the current 

battery level of the external battery. If the battery level is too low, 

recharge before use. 

2. Press the power button once, then press and hold to power on the 

remote controller. 

3. The remote controller beeps when powered on. The status LED 

glows solid green when linking is complete. 

4. Repeat Step 2 to power off the remote controller. 

    When using an external Intelligent Battery, it is still necessary to make sure that the internal 

battery has some power. Otherwise, the remote controller cannot be powered on. 
 

 

Charging the Batteries 

Internal Battery 

Charge the internal battery of the remote controller using the USB charger and USB-C cable. 

 

 
Power 

Outlet (100 - 

240 V) 

USB Charger 

 
 

      Use an official DJI USB charger to charge the remote controller. If not, a USB charger certified 

FCC/CE rated 12 V/2 A is recommended. 

The battery will deplete when stored for an extended period of time. Recharge the battery at least 

once every three months to prevent over discharging. 

Profile 

Using the Remote Controller 
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The battery level LEDs on the remote controller indicates the status while charging. See the table below 

for details. 

Blink successively quickly The battery is being charged using a Quick Charge charger. 

 
Solid The battery is fully charged. 

 
External Battery 

Charge the external Intelligent Battery using the included AC power adapter and charging hub. 

1. Place the battery into the charging hub, connect the AC power adapter to the charging hub, and 

connect the charger to a power outlet (100-240 V, 50/60 Hz). 

2. The charging hub automatically charges batteries in order according to the battery power levels from 

high to low. 

3. The Status LED blinks green when charging and turns solid green when fully charged. The charging 

hub beeps when charging is complete. To stop the beeping, remove the battery or turn off the button 

on the charging hub. 

 

Charging Hub AC Power Adapter 

 

    Fully charge and discharge the battery at least once every three month.        

USB power supply port can be used to charge the mobile device of 5V/2A. 

 

Blinks Green Charging 

 
Blinks Red Battery charger error. Retry with an official battery charger 

Blinks Yellow Battery temperature too high/low. Temperature must be within 

operating range (5°to 40°C (41°to 104° F)) 

Blinks Green Alternately Intelligent Battery not detected 
 

Blink successively slowly The battery is being charged using a normal charger. 

Solid Green Fully charged 

LEDs Description 

Power Outlet 

Status LED Description 

Solid Red Battery error 

Solid Yellow Ready to charge 
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Operating the Aircraft 

This section explains how to control the orientation of the aircraft through the remote controller. Control 

can be set to Mode 1, Mode 2, or Mode 3. 
 

Mode 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mode 2 

 
Left Stick 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Left Stick 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Turn Left 

 
 
 

Forward 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Backward 

 

 

Turn Right 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

UP 

 
 

Down 

 
Right Stick 

 

 

 
 

 
Right Stick 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
UP 

 
 

Down 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Forward 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Backward 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Right 

 

    
Turn Left Turn Right 

Right 

 
 

 

Mode 3  
Left Stick 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Forward 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Backward 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Right 

 
Right 
Stick 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Turn Left 

 

 
 

 
UP 

 
 

Down 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Turn Right 

Left 

Left 

Left 
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For example, the following description uses Mode 2: 
 

Remote Controller 

(Mode 2) 

Aircraft ( Indicates nose 

direction) 

 
Remarks 

Throttle Stick: Move the left stick vertically to 

control the elevation of the aircraft. 

Push up to ascend and push down to 

descend. Use the left stick to take off when 

the motors are spinning at an idle speed. 

The aircraft hovers in place if the stick is in 

the center position. The further the stick is 

pushed away from the center position, the 

faster the aircraft changes elevation. 

Yaw Stick: Move the left stick horizontally to 

control the heading of the aircraft. 

Push left to rotate the aircraft counterclockwise 

and push right to rotate clockwise. The aircraft 

hovers in place if the stick is in the center 

position. The further the stick is pushed away 

from the center position, the faster the aircraft 

rotates. 

Pitch Stick: Move the right stick vertically to 

control the pitch of the aircraft. 

Push up to fly forwards and press down to fly 

backwards. The aircraft hovers in place if the 

stick is in the center position. Push the stick 

further for a larger pitch angle and faster 

flight. 

 

Roll Stick: Move the right control stick 

horizontally to control the roll of the aircraft. 

Push the stick left to fly left and right to fly 

right. The aircraft hovers in place if the stick is 

in the central position. Push the stick 

further for a larger roll angle and faster flight. 
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Controlling the Spraying System 

Complete an operation remotely via the spray rate or aircraft control switch dials, or the spray and C1 or 

C2 buttons. 

 

 
 

1. Spray Rate Dial 

In Manual operation mode, turn left to reduce and right to increase the spray rate.* The app indicates 

the current spray rate. 

2. Spray Button 

In Manual operation mode, press to start or stop spraying. 
 

3. FPV / Map Switch Button 

In Operation View in DJI Agras, press to switch between FPV and the Map View. 
 

4. Aircraft Control Switch Dial 

Turn the dial to switch among the aircraft when using Multi-Aircraft Control function. 
 

5. Button C1 

When planning a field, press the button to switch between Obstacle mode and Waypoints mode. The 

function of the button cannot be customized while planning a field. 

When not planning a field, use the app to customize the button. For example, if the button is 

customized to record Point A, in A-B Route operations, press the button to record Point A of the 

operation route. 

6. Button C2 

When planning a field, press the button to add a waypoint or an obstacle point. The function of the 

button cannot be customized when planning a field. 

When not planning a field, use the app to customize the button. For example, if the button is 

customized to record Point B, in A-B Route operations, press the button to record Point B of the 

operation route. 

 
 
 
 

 
* Spray rate may vary according to the nozzle model and viscosity of the liquid. 
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The table below is a summary for how to control the spraying system in different modes using the remote 

controller. 
 

 

Modes 
 

Spray Rate Dial 
 

Spray Button 
FPV / Map Switch 

Button 

Aircraft Control 

Switch Dial 

 

Button C1 
 

Button C2 

Route operation 

mode 

 

/ 
 

/ 
 

Switch the display 
Switch between 

aircraft 

 

Customizable 
 

Customizable 

A-B Route 

operation mode 

 

/ 
 

/ 
 

Switch the display 
 

/ 
 

Customizable 
 

Customizable 

Manual operation 

mode 

 

Adjust spray rate 
Start or stop 

spraying 

 

Switch the display 
 

/ 
 

Customizable 
 

Customizable 

Manual Plus 

operation mode 

 

Adjust spray rate 
 

/ 
 

Switch the display 
 

/ 
 

Customizable 
 

Customizable 

 
Field Planning 

 
/ 

 
/ 

 
/ 

 
/ 

 

Obstacle mode/ 

Waypoint mode 

 

Add waypoint/ 

obstacle point 

 

 

Flight Mode Switch 

 

 
 

Position P 

Position A 

Position P 

 
P P-mode (Positioning) 

 

 
P P-mode (Positioning) 

 

Regardless of the position the switch is in on the remote controller, the aircraft begins in P-mode by 

default. To switch flight modes, first go to Operation View in DJI Agras, tap  , then   , and enable 

“Enable Attitude Mode”. After enabling attitude mode, toggle the switch to P and then to A to switch the 

flight mode to Attitude mode. 

The aircraft still begins in P-mode by default after powering on, even though A-mode was enabled in the 

app beforehand. When A-mode is required, toggle the Flight Mode switch as mentioned above after 

powering on the remote controller and aircraft. 

 
 

RTH Button 

Press and hold the RTH button to bring the aircraft back to the last recorded home point. The LED 

around the RTH Button blinks white during RTH. Users can control aircraft heading while it flies to the 

home point. Press this button again to cancel RTH and regain control of the aircraft. 
 

A A-mode (Attitude)    

Position Flight Mode 
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Optimal Transmission Zone 

When the angle between the antennas and the back of the remote controller is 80° or 180°, the 

connection between the remote controller and aircraft can reach its optimal performance. 

 

 
 

Try to keep the aircraft inside the optimal transmission zone. If the signal is weak, adjust the antennas or 

fly the aircraft closer. 

 
 

Button Combinations 

Some frequently-used features can be activated by using button combinations. To use button 

combinations, hold the back button and then press the other button. 

 

Checking the Available Button Combinations 

Hold the Back button until the controller vibrates to check button combinations: 

 

Button Combinations 

 

Using Button Combinations 

The functions of the button combinations cannot be changed. The following table displays the function of 

each button combination. 

 

  

 

 

      

 
 

     

 

 11:30 
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Function Button + Aircraft Control Switch Dial 
(Right Dial) 

Adjust the system volume 

 

 
Function Button + Spray Button Record the screen 

Function Button + 5D Button (up) Return to Homepage 

 
Function Button + 5D Button (left) Check recently opened apps 

 

Calibrating the Compass 

After the remote controller is used in places with electro-magnetic interference, the compass may need to 

be calibrated. A warning prompt will appear if the remote controller’s compass requires calibration. Tap 

the warning prompt to start calibrating. In other cases, follow the steps below to calibrate your remote 

controller. 

1. Power on the remote controller. 

2. Swipe down from the top of the screen, tap  , and scroll down and tap Compass. 

3. Follow the diagram on the screen to calibrate your remote controller. 

4. The user will receive a prompt when the calibration is successful. 

 
Blocking Third-Party Notifications 

To ensure safe flight, it is recommended to disable third-party notifications before each flight. Follow the 

steps below to disable third-party notifications. 

Power on the remote controller. Swipe down from the top of the screen, tap  , then Notifications, and 

enable Do Not Disturb. After this, all the third-party notifications will be displayed in the notification bar 

only when the DJI Agras app is in use. 

 

 

 
Status LED Battery Level Indicators 

 
 
 
 
 

 
The battery level indicators display the battery level of the controller. The status LED displays the linking 

status and warnings for control stick, low battery level, and high temperature. 

Button Combinations Description 

Function Button + Spray Rate Dial (Left Dial) Adjust the screen brightness 

Function Button + 5D Button (down) Open Quick Settings 

Function Button + FPV / Map Switch Button Screenshot the screen 

Function Button + 5D Button (right) Open App Center 

Remote Controller LEDs 
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Solid Red The remote controller is not linked to an aircraft. 

Blinks Blue The remote controller is linking to an aircraft. 

 
Blinks Yellow The battery level of the remote controller is low. 

 
Battery Level Indicators Battery Level 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 75%~100% 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 50%~75% 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 25%~50% 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 0%~25% 

 

In scenarios where there is a warning, the remote controller will do so by vibrating and/or beeping. When 

the controller beeps and the status LED is solid green, this error may be related to the aircraft or flight 

status, and a warning will appear in DJI Agras. If this error is related to the remote controller, a warning 

will appear on the screen of the remote controller. 

To disable the beeping, power on the remote controller, swipe from the top of the screen, tap , then 

Sound, and adjust the notification volume. 

 

The remote controller is linked to the aircraft by default. Linking is only required when using a new 

remote controller for the first time. When using the Multi-Aircraft Control function, it is required to link all 

aircraft to the same remote controller. 

1. Power on the remote controller and open DJI Agras. Power on the aircraft. 

2. Tap Execute Operation to enter Operation View and tap , then  . Tap Single Linking or Multi 

Linking (if Multi-Aircraft Control is in use), and then tap Starting Linking. The status LED blinks blue 

and the remote controller beeps twice repeatedly, indicating that the remote controller is ready for 

linking. 

3. Press and hold the power button on the Intelligent Flight Battery for five seconds. The Intelligent Flight 

Battery LEDs blink in sequence, indicating that the linking is in progress. 

4. The Status LED on the remote controller glows solid green and the aircraft front LEDs blinks red 

several times if linking is successful. If linking fails, enter linking status again and retry. 

5. Repeat Step 3 and 4 to complete linking between all the devices and the remote controller, if Multi 

Linking is selected. When finished, tap End Linking. 

Status LED Description 

The temperature of the remote controller is too high or the battery 

level of the aircraft is low. 
Blinks Red 

Solid Green The remote controller is linked to an aircraft. 

Blinks Cyan The control sticks are not centered. 

Remote Controller Warning Sounds 

Linking the Remote Controller 
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DJI Agras App 

DJI Agras is designed for agricultural applications. The app has a clear and concise interface and 

displays the status of the aircraft, spraying system, and other devices connected to the remote 

controller, and enables users to configure various settings. After planning a field via the intelligent 

operation planning system of the app, the aircraft can automatically follow the pre-planned flight route. 

 

 Home Screen  

 

 
 

1. Task Management 

 : View planned fields and operation progress. You can synchronize the local data with the data on 

the DJI AG platform. 
 

2. User Info 

 : View account information. 
 

3. Aircraft Info 

 : View the information of the connected aircraft such as the firmware version. 
 

4. Troubleshooting 

 : View solutions for errors of each module and upload error logs. 

5. Notification Center 

 : Check notifications about any changes to the aircraft, users, or operations. 

6. General Settings 

 : Tap for settings such as units of measurement, network diagnosis, and Android system settings. 
 

7. Expansion Module Connection Status 

: Shows if the remote controller expansion module (used to mount the 4G dongle) is connected. 
 

8. 4G Dongle Signal Strength 

 : The icon is displayed if a 4G dongle is mounted. It shows the current signal strength of the 4G 
dongle. 
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25 

 

 

9. External Battery Level 

: The icon is displayed if an external battery is mounted. It shows the current battery level 
of the external battery. 

 

10. Internal Battery Level 

: Shows the current battery level of the internal battery. 
 

11. Firmware Notifications 

 : Shows the firmware update notifications. Tap to enter the firmware page. 
 

12. Aircraft Connection Status 

: Shows if the aircraft is connected to the remote controller. 
 

13. Plan a Field | Execute Operation 

Plan a Field: Tap the button and select the planning method to plan a field. 

Execute Operation: Tap to enter Operation View to view the aircraft status, configure settings, and 

switch between different operation modes. 

 

 Operation View  
 

 

 
 

1. Operation Mode Switch Button 

/  / : Tap to switch between Manual (M), Manual Plus (M+), and A-B Route (AB) operation 

modes. 

 

2. System Status 

: Indicates current flight modes, operation modes, and warning messages. Tap to enter 

Aircraft Health System to view and diagnose each module and upload status logs. 

 

3. Liquid Level Notification 

Displays the amount of liquid remaining in the spray tank. It shows a full green progress bar when the 

  93  
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RTK 

remaining liquid amount in the spray tank is sufficient. The green part of the progress bar will reduce 

gradually as the aircraft sprays. It will turn red when the remaining liquid level nears the threshold of the 

empty tank warning. 

 

4. Omnidirectional Digital Radar Status 

: shows the status of omnidirectional digital radar and the side obstacle detection distance. Tap to 

enable or disable the radar and set the side obstacle detection distance in the pop-up menu. When the 

radar is disabled, only the horizontal obstacle avoidance is disabled. Altitude stabilization is not disabled. 

 

5. RTK/GNSS Signal Strength 

   FIX : This icon is displayed when RTK is enabled and works normally. On the upper right corner is the 

number of satellites connected. One of the following three statuses is displayed above the RTK icon: 

FIX indicates that the differential data calculation is completed and the aircraft can use RTK for 

positioning. The aircraft can only take off in this status. FLOAT indicates that the system is calculating 

the differential data. Wait for FIX to be displayed. SINGLE indicates that the differential data is not 

obtained. Wait for FIX to be displayed. 

 

: This icon is displayed when RTK is not in use. It shows the current GNSS signal strength and 

the number of satellites connected. 

 

6. RTK Connection Status 

Icons displayed when using RTK data. The display varies when using the D-RTK 2 or Network RTK 

Service. 

 : Displays RTK signal strength when using the D-RTK 2. 

 : Indicates that the connection with the D-RTK 2 is abnormal. Refer to the prompts in the app. 

  : Displays RTK signal strength when using the Network RTK Service. 

 : Indicates that the connection with the Network RTK server is abnormal. Refer to the prompts in 

the app. 

 

7. Control Signal Strength 

: Shows the signal strength of the connection between the aircraft and the remote controller. 

 
8. Battery Settings 

 : Shows the current battery level. 

 
9. More Settings 

Tap  to enter the extended menu to view and adjust the parameters of all other settings. 

 Aircraft Settings: includes setting the maximum altitude, maximum flight distance, connection 

routing and RTH speed and altitude, action when tank is empty and operations complete, 

whether to execute the action when tank is empty at refill point, the aircraft behavior and whether 

to abort operation when the remote controller signal is lost, home point position, lamp brightness, 

whether to lock the heading in Manual Plus operation mode, whether to enable Attitude mode, 

and also advanced settings. 

 Spraying System Settings: includes the spraying system switch as well as setting the spray 

tank level and empty tank warning threshold, calibrating the pump flow, flow meter, and nozzle 

model, restoring the flow meter to factory settings, and whether to display spraying system data, 

empty tank and refill points, and flow meter error alerts. 

 RC Settings: includes linking and calibrating remote controllers, setting the control stick 
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mode and customizable buttons, and checking information of linked aircraft. 

 Radar Settings: includes setting altitude stabilization, horizontal obstacle avoidance, 

upward obstacle avoidance, auto obstacle avoidance, side obstacle detection distance, obstacle 

distance display, warning distance, attitude indicator transparency, attitude indicator size, task 

terrain, and calibrating the detection angle. 

 

 : RTK Settings - Includes aircraft RTK positioning, RTK signal source and the corresponding 

settings. 

 : Image Transfer Settings - Includes channel mode and sweep frequency chart selection. 

: Aircraft Battery - Includes low battery warning and battery information. 

: General Settings - Includes map settings, flight route display, and FPV settings. 
 

10. Map Mode 

 : Tap to switch between Standard, Satellite, or Night modes. 

 
11. Location Follow 

Tap to choose if the map display follows the aircraft location. 

 : To keep the aircraft centered in the map. 

 : To keep the map display fixed regardless of the aircraft location. 

 
12. Location 

 : Tap to center the map around the location of the aircraft or the latest recorded home point. 
 

13. Clear Screen 

 : Tap to clear the flight route currently shown on the map. 

 
14. FPV Camera View 

Displays the live view from the FPV camera. Tap to switch between the Map View and Camera View. The front 
FPV camera view is displayed by default. Users can change the display using the icons below. 

 

15. Operation Control Buttons 

Used to control the aircraft during different operation types, including measuring an operation area 

and invoking, starting, pausing, or ending an operation. 

16. Radar Indicator 

Displays information such as the orientation of the aircraft and the Home Point. Shows information 

on the detected obstacles when the horizontal obstacle avoidance function is enabled. Red, yellow, 

and green zones indicate the relative distance of the obstacles ranging from near to far. The value 

indicates the distance in meters or feet depending on the settings. 

17. Upward Obstacle Indicator 

If upward obstacle avoidance is enabled, a red zone will appear on the top of the screen when an 

obstacle is detected including the distance from the obstacle. 

Switch between 
front and rear FPV 

 

Dual FPV display Front/rear FPV 
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18. Flight Telemetry and Operation Status 

Height: when the altitude stabilization function of the radar module is enabled, it shows the height 

between the aircraft and the nearest object or ground underneath the aircraft. Tap the value to 

adjust. If the altitude stabilization function is disabled, it displays the altitude between the aircraft and 

the takeoff point. 

Flow: displays the liquid flow rate. 

Distance: displays the horizontal distance from the aircraft to the Home Point. 

Speed: displays the flight speed of the aircraft. 

Area: displays the area values related to the task area including the following values. 

a. Field Area: displays the value of the total planning area when planning fields in Route operations. 

b. Task Area: displays the value of the actual area of the planned task route after planning the field. 

The area is planned using the following formula: Task Area = Field Area - Obstacle Area - Safety 

Margin Zone Area 

c. Obstacle Area: displays the value of the area of obstacles measured when planning fields for 

Route operations. 

d. Safety Margin Zone Area: displays the value of the area of the safety margin zone if the safety 

margin is configured when planning fields for Route operations. 

e. Sprayed Area: displays the value of the area already sprayed. 

 

19. Operation List 

 : Displayed in M operation mode. Tap to view the planned fields and operations in progress and 

invoke operations. 

 

20. Parameters Configuration 
Tap to adjust operation parameters after entering any operation mode. The adjustable parameters include spray 
amount, flight speed, line spacing, and the height of the aircraft above the vegetation. The actual parameters 
that can be adjusted vary depending on the operation mode. 
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Flight 

 Operation Environment  

1. DO NOT use the aircraft to spray in winds exceeding 18 kph (11 mph). 

2. DO NOT use the aircraft in adverse weather conditions such as snow, fog, winds exceeding    28 

kph (17 mph), and heavy rain (precipitation rate exceeding 25 mm (0.98 in) in 12 hours). 

3. Only fly in open areas. Tall buildings and steel structures may affect the accuracy of the compass 

and the GNSS signal. 

4. Pay attention to utility poles, power lines, and other obstacles. DO NOT fly near or above water, 

people, or animals. 

5. Maintain VLOS of the aircraft at all times, and avoid flying near obstacles, crowds, animals, and 

bodies of water. 

6. Avoid flying in areas with high levels of electromagnetism, including mobile phone base stations and 

radio transmission towers. 

7. DO NOT fly more than 4.5 km (14,763 ft) above sea level.  

8. The DJI Agras app will intelligently recommend the payload weight limit for the tank according to 

the current status and surroundings of the aircraft. Do not exceed the recommended payload 

weight limit when adding material to the tank. Otherwise, the flight safety may be affected.  

9. Make sure that there is a strong GNSS signal and the D-RTK antennas are unobstructed during 

operation. 

10. DO NOT operate the aircraft indoors. 
 

 
 Flight Limits and GEO Zones  

Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) operators should abide by the regulations from self-regulatory 

organizations such as the International Civil Aviation Organization, the Federal Aviation Administration, 

and their local aviation authorities. For safety reasons, flight limits are enabled by default to help users 

operate this aircraft safely and legally. Users can set flight limits on height and distance. 

When operating with a strong GNSS signal, the height and distance limits and GEO zones work together 

to monitor flight. With a weak GNSS signal, only the height limit prevents the aircraft from going above 100 

meters. 

 
Maximum Height and Radius Limits 

Users can change the maximum height and radius limits in the app. Once completed, the aircraft flight is 

restricted to a cylindrical area that is determined by these settings. The tables below show the details of 

these limits. 

 
 
 

 
Max Radius 

 
 

Home Point 

Altitude of aircraft when powered on or the 

distance of the aircraft to the surface 

M
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x
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Flight Limits 

Max Radius Flight distance must be within the max radius. 
 

 

Flight Limits 

 
Max Radius No limit. 

 

If the aircraft flies into a Restricted Zone, it can still be controlled, but the aircraft can only fly in 

a backward direction. 

If the aircraft loses GNSS signal and flies out of the max radius but regains GNSS signal later, 

it will fly back within range automatically. 

 

GEO Zones 

GEO zones are divided into different categories. All GEO zones are listed on the DJI official website at 

http://www.dji.com/flysafe. 

 

GEO zones are explained below (GNSS required): 

Depending on the local regulation, a certain radius around a marker forms a Restricted Zone, inside of 

which takeoff and flight are prohibited. 

 

Restricted Zone Free Zone 

With a strong GNSS signal 

Max Height Flight altitude must be below the preset height. 

Max Height Flight altitude must be below the preset height. 

With a weak GNSS signal 

Restricted Zone 

 

http://www.dji.com/flysafe
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With a strong GNSS signal 

Area Restriction 

Restricted 

Zone 
 

 

 

Motors will not start. 

If the aircraft loses GNSS signal and enters a Restricted Zone but regains GNSS 

signal later, the aircraft will enter semi-automatic descent after a countdown and 

land. 

No Flight 

Restrictions 
 

 

 
 

Users can fly their aircraft freely. 

 

    Semi-Automatic Descent: All stick commands except the throttle stick command are available 

during descent and landing. Motors automatically stop after landing. 
 

      DO NOT fly near airports, highways, railway stations, railway lines, city centers, or other busy 

areas. Make sure the aircraft is visible at all times. 

 

1. Make sure the remote controller and aircraft battery are fully charged. The pesticides required are 

adequate. 

2. Make sure the spray tank and Intelligent Flight Battery are firmly in place. 

3. Make sure all parts are mounted securely. 

4. Make sure all cables are connected properly and firmly. 

5. Make sure propellers are securely mounted, that there are no foreign objects in or on the motors and 

propellers, that the propeller blades and arms are unfolded, and the arm locks are firmly tightened. 

6. Make sure the spraying system is not blocked in any way. 

7. Make sure the sprinkler hoses are clear from bubbles. Discharge any bubbles as they may affect the 

performance of the sprinkler. Press and hold the spray button for two seconds to start the automatic 

bubbles discharge function to spray the bubbles. 

 

Make sure to calibrate the flow meter before your first operation. Otherwise, the spraying performance 

may be adversely affected. 

1. Preparation 

1 Fill the spray tank with approximately 2 L of water. 

2 Use the automatic trapped air discharge function to discharge the trapped air. Users can also manually 
discharge the trapped air. Press the spray button to spray the trapped air and press the button again once 
all trapped air is discharged. 

Pre-Flight Checklist 

Calibrating the Flow Meter 
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2. Flow Meter Calibration 

1 In the app, tap Execute Operation to enter Operation View. Tap  , then  , swipe up, and tap 

Calibration on the right of the flow meter calibration section. 

2 Tap Start Calibration to begin. Calibration will be complete after 25 seconds and the results 

are displayed in the app. 

Users can proceed once calibration is completed successfully. 

If calibration fails, tap “?” to view and resolve the problem. Recalibrate once the problem is 
resolved. 

    During calibration, tap , then  to cancel. If the calibration is cancelled, the accuracy of the flow 

meter is based on the data before the calibration was started. 
 

 
When to Recalibrate 

1. Installing a different nozzle model. Note: Choose the corresponding model in the app after replacing 

nozzles. Go to Operation View, tap  , then  for configuration. 

2. Using a liquid of a different viscosity. 

3. The error between the actual value and the theoretical value of the completed area is more than 15%. 

 

The T30 features an automatic trapped air discharge function. When it is necessary to discharge 

trapped air, start the function through one of the two methods below. The aircraft will discharge 

automatically until the trapped air is fully discharged. 

1. Press and hold the spray button for two seconds. 

2. Enter Operation View, tap , then , and tap Start on the right of the Clear Trapped Air section. 

 

 

      It is important to calibrate the compass. The calibration result affects the flight safety. The 

aircraft may malfunction if the compass is not calibrated. 

DO NOT calibrate the compass where there is a chance of strong magnetic interference. This 

includes areas where there are utility poles or walls with steel reinforcements. 

DO NOT carry ferromagnetic materials with you during calibration such as keys or mobile phones. 

If the aircraft status indicators show a blinking red light, compass calibration has failed. Please 

recalibrate. 

After calibrating successfully, the compass may be abnormal when you place the aircraft on the 

ground. This may be because of underground magnetic interference underground. Move the 

aircraft to another location and try again. 

Discharging Trapped Air in the Hoses 

Calibrating the Compass 
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Calibrate the compass when prompted by the app. It is recommended to calibrate the compass with an 

empty tank 

1. Tap , then , move the slider to the bottom, and select Advanced Settings, then IMU and 

Compass Calibration. Tap Calibration in the compass calibration section. 

2. Hold the aircraft horizontally and rotate it 360° around a vertical axis with the aircraft approximately 1.2 

m above the ground. Calibration is completed when the app displays that calibration was successful. 
 

3. If the app displays a tilted aircraft, it indicates that the horizontal calibration failed. Users should tilt the 

aircraft and rotate it horizontally. Calibration is completed when the app displays that calibration was 

successful. To reduce the number of rotations required, the aircraft should be tilted at least 45°. 
 

 
4. If calibration continues to fail, recalibrate the compass from Step 1. 
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Starting the Motors 

The Combination Stick Command (CSC) listed below is used to start and stop the motors. Make sure you 

perform the CSC in one continuous motion. The motors begin to accelerate at an idle speed. Release 

both sticks simultaneously. Take off immediately once the motors are spinning, or else the aircraft may 

lose balance, drift, or even takeoff by itself and risk causing damage or injury. 

 

 
OR 

 
 
 
 

Stopping the Motors 

There are two methods to stop the motors. 

1. When the aircraft has landed, push and hold the throttle stick down. The motors will stop after three 

seconds. 
 

Throttle Stick (left stick in Mode 2) 

 

2. When the aircraft has landed, push the throttle stick down, and perform the same CSC that was used 

to start the motors. Release both sticks once the motors have stopped. Release both sticks once the 

motors have stopped. 

 
 
 

OR 
 
 

 
Throttle Stick 

 

      Spinning propellers can be dangerous. Stay away from spinning propellers and motors. DO 

NOT start the motors in confined spaces or when there are people nearby. 

Keep your hands on the remote controller when the motors are spinning. 

DO NOT stop the motors mid-flight unless in an emergency situation where doing so will 

reduce the risk of damage or injury. 

Method 1 is the recommended method for stopping the motors. When using Method 2 to 

stop the motors, the aircraft may roll over if it is not completely grounded. Use Method 2 with 

caution. 

After landing, power off the aircraft before powering off the remote controller. 

Starting and Stopping the Motors 
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1. Place the aircraft on open, flat ground with the aircraft status indicators facing toward you. 

2. Pour liquid into the spray tank, and tighten the cover. Make sure that the four lines on the cover are 

aligned to the horizontal or vertical direction. 
 

 
 

3. Power on the remote controller, make sure that DJI Agras is open, and then power on the aircraft. 

4. Make sure that the aircraft is connected to the remote controller. 

5. If using RTK for positioning, make sure that the aircraft RTK positioning function is enabled and RTK 

signal source is correctly set (D-RTK 2 Mobile Station or Network RTK service). Go to Operation View 

in the app, tap  and select RTK to view and set. 

Make sure to disable the aircraft RTK positioning function if it is not in use. Otherwise, the aircraft is 

not be able to take off when there is no differential data. 

6. Wait for satellites to be searched, make sure that there is a strong GNSS signal, and make sure the 

aircraft heading measurement using the dual antennas is ready. Perform the CSC to start the motors. 

(If the dual antennas are not ready after waiting for an extended period, move the aircraft to an open 

area with a strong GNSS signal.) 

7. Push the throttle stick up to take off. 

8. Select the desired operation or flight mode and start operation. 

9. Exit the operation to manually control the aircraft for landing. Hover over a level surface and gently 

pull down on the throttle stick to slowly descend. 

10. After landing, push the throttle down and hold. The motors stop after three seconds. 

11. Power off the aircraft, and then power off the remote controller. 
 

      When the low battery warning prompt appears in the app, fly the aircraft to a safe area and land 

as soon as possible. Stop the motors and replace the battery. The aircraft will automatically 

descend and land when the critical low battery warning prompt appears in the app. 

 

Flight Test 
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DJI Assistant 2 for MG 

Configure settings of the basic parameters, copy flight records, and update aircraft and remote 

controller firmware in DJI Assistant 2 for MG. 

 

1. Download the DJI Assistant 2 for MG installation file from the T30 download page: 

http://www.dji.com/t30/downloads 

2. Install the software. 

3. Launch DJI Assistant 2 for MG. 

 

Connecting the Aircraft 

Connect the USB-C port on the bottom of the aircraft to a computer with a USB-C cable, and then power 

on the aircraft. 

    Make sure to remove the propellers before using DJI Assistant 2 for MG. 
 

    Remove the waterproof cover on the USB-C port before use. Attach the waterproof cover to the 

port after use. Otherwise, water may enter the port, causing it to short circuit. 

Firmware Update 

A DJI account is required for firmware updates. Login or register an account. 

Exporting Log 

View all the logs of the aircraft and select logs to export. 

Simulator 

Click Open to enter the flight simulation view. Input location and environment parameters and click Configure 
to save. Click Start Simulation to enter flight simulation practice. 

Basic Settings 

Configure the idle speed of and test the motor. 

Tools 

Enter SD card mode and copy the flight record. 

Connecting the Remote Controller 

1. Connect the USB-C port of the remote controller to a computer with a USB A to A cable, and then 

power on the remote controller. 

2. Swipe from the top of the screen, and make sure that the USB option is enabled. 

Firmware Update 

A DJI account is required for firmware updates. Login or register an account. 

Exporting Log 

View all the logs of the remote controller and select the logs to export. 

      DO NOT power off the remote controller during the update. 

DO NOT perform the firmware update while the aircraft is in the air. Only carry out the firmware 

update when the aircraft is on the ground. 

The remote controller may become unlinked from the aircraft after the firmware update. Relink 

the remote controller and aircraft if necessary. 

Installation and Launching 

Using DJI Assistant 2 for MG 

http://www.dji.com/t20/info#downloads
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Appendix 
 

 
Product Model 3WWDZ-30A 

Airframe 

Max Diagonal Wheelbase 2145 mm 

Dimensions 
2858×2685×790 mm (arms and propellers unfolded) 
2030×1866×790 mm (arms unfolded and propellers folded) 
1170×670×857 mm (arms and propellers folded) 

Propulsion System 

Motors 

Max Power 3600 W/rotor 

ESCs 

Max Working Current 
(Continuous) 

60 A 

Foldable Propellers (R3820) 

Diameter × Pitch 38×20 in 

Spraying System 

Spray Tank 

Volume Fully loaded: 30 L 

Operating Payload Fully loaded: 30 kg 

Nozzles 

Model XR11001VS (standard), XR110015VS (optional, purchase 
separately), TX-VK4/ZX-VK4 (optional for Orchard Configuration, 
purchase separately) 

Quantity 16 

Max Spray Rate XR11001VS: 7.2 L/min, XR110015VS: 8 L/min 

Spray Width 4-9 m (12 nozzles, at a height of 1.5-3 m above crops) 

Droplet Size 
XR11001VS: 130-250 μm, XR110015VS: 170-265 μm (subject to 
operating environment and spray rate) 

Flow Meter 

Measurement Range 0.25-20 L/min 

Error <±2% 

Measurable Liquid 
Conductivity >50 μS/cm (liquids such as tap water or pesticides that 
contain water) 

Omnidirectional Digital Radar 

Model RD2424R 

Operating Frequency SRRC/NCC/FCC/MIC/KCC/CE: 24.05-24.25 GHz 

Power Consumption 12 W 

Transmission Power (EIRP) SRRC: ≤13 dBm; NCC/MIC/KCC/CE/FCC: ≤20 dBm 

Altitude Detection & Terrain 
Follow[1] 

Altitude detection range: 1-30 m 
Stabilization working range: 1.5-15 m 
Max slope in Mountain mode: 35° 

Obstacle Avoidance[1] Obstacle sensing range: 1.5-30 m 
FOV: Horizontal: 360°, Vertical: ±15° 
Working conditions: flying higher than 1.5 m over the obstacle at a 
speed lower than 7 m/s 
Safety limit distance: 2.5 m (distance between the front of 
propellers and the obstacle after braking) 
Obstacle avoidance direction: omnidirectional obstacle avoidance 
in the horizontal direction. 

IP Rating IP67 

Upward Radar 

Specifications 


